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While a large amount of Martin Johnston’s poetry, reviews, and interviews were gathered and edited by John Tranter in a 1993 publication, there has only been a handful of critical works engaging with his poetry. During his lifetime (1947–1990), Johnston published three collections of poetry, a novel, and a collection of Greek translations. He appeared in The New Australian Poetry (1979) and is often viewed as a key member of the ‘generation of 68.’ While Johnston’s poetry could sometimes be long and highly experimental, its anthologisation has tended towards the least difficult. Brian Kim Stefans suggests that Johnston juggles the desire for a public with an alternative sense of solipsism in much of his work, even going so far as to argue that it is Johnston’s ‘private singularity or sense of himself as unassimilable detail [that] makes him distinctive among Australian poets’ (n.p.). This desire might be viewed more broadly as a desire for cultural belonging or what Petro Alexiou terms ‘a deep emotional connection and empathy with common experience and culture’ (n.p.). Alexiou suggests that this desire for connection is in tension in Johnston’s writing with ‘a very complex intellectual and artistic response to it.’ This constant analysis of belonging, of try to understand the self’s relationship to culture, leads to a sense of unassimilable detail in Johnston’s work that is often bound up with a sense of excessive and endless textuality.

Stefans identifies ‘In Transit: A Sonnet Square’ as a key point in Johnston’s poetic trajectory, where ‘he is pretty much within both worlds—that of dense linguistic play and that addressing a sort of “public” which he knows but doesn’t really know.’ Written between November 1979 and March 1980, ‘In Transit’ is a thinking about one’s history and what it is to live both poetically and between Australian and Greek culture. Stefans characterises Johnston as a modernist ‘nomad.’ Yet Johnston’s transnationalism is more focused on shifting between just two cultures, with a resulting feeling of being outside of or ex-centric to both. Having spent much of his childhood on the Greek islands of Kalymnos and Hydra, Johnston continued to immerse himself in Greek poetry and art. He viewed it as a deep folk tradition in which poetry and art were not only vehicles of cultural history but also modes to psychically work through and accept its tragedies. In contrast, Johnston felt that Australia’s ‘lack of a genuine cultural tradition’ had led to heightened attempts by its poets ‘to beg, borrow or steal one or to construct one of [their] own *ab nihilo*’ (‘On Berryman’s Elegies’ 192).

As Rebecca Walkowitz notes, ‘literature makes worlds as well as enters them’ (172). Throughout much of his work, Johnston explores how life is modulated through textuality and the dynamic between tradition and copy. In ‘In Memoriam,’ he notes, ‘Ever since we learned about emblems / and correspondences, we have mirrored ourselves in the sea / and the rock’ (38). The child of leading Australian writers George Johnston and Charmian Clift, Johnston would be traumatised by the death of his mother in 1969, which was compounded by the death of his father the year after. Perhaps partly in light of George Johnston not completing his autobiographical novel *A Cartload of Clay* before he died, Martin began a grant-funded biography of his parents in 1973. This would be abandoned, with the distress that it brought likely heightened by the suicide of his sister Shane in 1974. Throughout his career, Johnston was drawn to autobiographies and biographies, whether of philosophers like Spinoza, writers
like Nikos Kazantzakis, or of film stars like Marilyn Monroe (whose life, he noted, became in the hands of Norman Mailer, ‘90,000 words of heaving sludge’ ['Marilyn’ 213]). Martin returned to the biography of his parents in 1979 when he received Australia Council funding. Once again, it proved too difficult. Tranter notes that for the next year or so, Johnston travelled to Europe, moving between London, Oxford, Amsterdam, Athens and Hydra. ‘In Transit’ was written as a distraction from the biography. While the sonnet square begins and ends with a focus on Australia (Canberra, Darlinghurst, and friends), its central section focuses on Greece. As such, it formally tracks Johnston’s own return trip from Australia to Greece and back again. Its title calls attention to his sense of being culturally displaced, belonging neither fully to one country nor another.

‘In Transit’ is conspicuously subtitled a sonnet ‘square’ rather than a sequence or series, drawing attention to both the civil square and board game shape. In his one published novel *Cicada Gambit*, he blurs these together in considering Sydney through the square of the chess board. In an interview with John Tranter, Johnston states: ‘A game of chess is an intensely dynamic, intensely kinetic object within a static set of parameters, a fixed set of rules. The same I think, in a much more complicated way, applies to the way language works in poetry’ (252). Known for his ‘mania for exactness and precision,’ he elaborated elsewhere: ‘You cannot break rules with impunity unless you know what the rules are’ (Interview with Margaret Jones, 250–51). As Johnston saw it, poetry required diligence to craft and intellectual discipline to be ‘tiresomely mastered in all its little details’ (239). Talent or going on late night nerves was simply not enough.

‘In Transit’ tests the constraints of the sonnet form and of Australian identity. It extends Johnston’s attention to the sonnet form that was begun in the earlier sequence ‘Uncertain Sonnets.’ Whereas those five poems keep to recognisable rhyme schemes, ‘In Transit’ maintains only the fourteen lines. In taking fourteen sonnets of fourteen lines (a squaring of fourteen), he experiments with the poem as a system in and of itself. In his interview with Tranter, Johnston notes: ‘I . . . am interested in making things, objects constructed out of words. I tend to think in terms of sculptural or architectonic analogies for poetry’ (252).

‘In Transit’ would also be shaped by changes in his personal life for he had recently begun a relationship with criminologist Rosanne Bonney. ‘In Transit’ is dedicated to her and the first sonnet, ‘Duende in Darlinghurst,’ locates itself in the Sydney suburb where Johnston lived with Bonney. It also reflects on the blueness or darkness of creativity. ‘Duende’ becomes a test or state of true poetry (similar to A.E. Housman’s declaration that true poetry should ‘make . . . the hair stand on end.’ [quoted by Johnston in ‘Songs’ at 129]) Against the suburban specificity of the sonnet’s title, Johnston explores how one’s affects are shaped by national culture:

> If out of our quarrels with ourselves we make poetry, what do we make of our quarrels with Canberra? Suddenly someone has gone and invented a new emotion just as we were coming to terms with Weltschmerz. Let them in and look what happens. (59)

This seems to allude to the debates that were then occurring around Vietnamese refugees. Melissa Bellanta notes that terms like ‘larrikin’ have played a key role in myths about what it means to be Australian, noting that: ‘Few immigrants or visitors to the country arrive having heard the word’ (xii). As figures who undermine structures of authority, larrikins (along with ‘tarts’ and ‘hoons’) are viewed by Johnston as being in danger of being expelled from...
Australian discourse at the same time as Australian borders are being ‘boarded up.’ Australia is ‘ajitter’ in its immigration anxieties and a new puritanism. Johnston offers a different, unexpected invader in the form of a cat ‘from another poem’ (59). Although unspecified, Johnston is perhaps recalling Christopher Smart’s cat Jeoffrey in ‘Jubilate Agno,’ a poem that had been written as a pastime in a time of constraint. The cat becomes a figurative distraction from State politics, a diversion of attention to the poem’s own textuality. Alternatively, Johnston may be recalling the feline references in his own ‘Letter to Sylvia Plath,’ a thinly veiled elegy for his mother. In that poem, worlds are ‘whirling’ and the game is ‘musical cats.’ There is unbidden melancholia seeping in as the night enters from the street ‘cat-eyed’ and the dawn unfolds ‘aubades of memory’ (17).¹

Highly influenced by Borges’s *Ficciones*, Johnston explores the infinite possibility of worlds and even the existence of anti-worlds. History, as the sudden appearance of the cat suggests, is not necessarily logical, teleological, or able to be mastered. While others may go and invent a new emotion, Johnston renovates the romantic pessimism and exhaustion of Weltschmerz. He ironises Dantean suffering in the paradoxically named snowdrop that grows but never flowers at the lowest circle of hell. ‘Feng-shuei, lion and lamb’ have the ‘sadness / of a tightrope walker over shadows’ (59). While these are allusions to the desire to control or meekly accept one’s environment, both are reduced to melancholic responses to the chimeric world. This is a world of tricks and illusion, best characterised by the circus or fairground. In the face of overwhelming social forces, he asks: ‘Do we all fall now like shooting-gallery ducks?’ (59)

The second sonnet moves to the island of Hydra in Greece. Entitled ‘Biography,’ it shifts from national identity to a more personal genealogy, the ‘rotting trelliswork of “family”’ (60). This trelliswork is framed as Greek tragedy, Johnston noting that Aeschylus invented tragedy ‘by adding the second actor’ (59) and the drama of relationship. It is also approached through the philosophy of Empedocles, who recorded all his ideas in verse and saw the history of the universe as tied up with the origin and development of life. Empedocles argued that four classical elements (earth, water, air and fire) constituted the cosmic cycle. Love and Strife are powers that mix and separate the four elements or what Empedocles called ‘roots.’ According to Empedocles, humans, animals and plants all exist on the same plane and were initially in fragments or strange combinations so that there might be a double sex or horns without heads, that is, ‘it’s all tentative’ (‘In Transit’ 60). Extending Empedocles’s universal ecology, Johnston mulls over and revises Auden’s elegy ‘Musée des Beaux Arts.’ Changing the opening line from ‘About suffering they were never wrong’ to ‘About love and hate and boredom they were equally / barracudas’ (59). Johnston gives a surrealistic twist to Auden’s understanding of quiet suffering as the base of the human condition. Indeed, Johnston suggests that artists are perhaps more like a predatory fish in seeking out tragedy. He also playfully adds the totem ‘Monkey Aware-of-Vacuity’ (59) to humanity.

The sonnet marks a painful self-consciousness of genealogy and emptiness. There is a sense of the abject as the ‘odd slug-coloured tubers’ of the plant-human sprout ‘naked pink tendrils.’ These tendrils ‘explore holes,’ both grounding themselves but also discovering gaps. While the ‘feigned unanthropomorphic shyness’ suggests a mask, it is undercut by the vulnerability with which they ‘wince at the touch’ (60). Johnston considers human growth more broadly in Hydra, as one of the most primitive places in Greece becoming urbanised. With its late twentieth-century landscape of ‘sold houses in lost domains,’ Hydra could now even ‘support . . . / a “Jungian sandlot therapist”’ (60) if such an analyst existed. Johnston tracks familial genealogy and social geography as part of the one complex psychological nexus. There is more than an echo of Robert Lowell’s ‘Skunk Hour’ in its interrelated depiction of a declining Hydra and
existential despair. ‘Skunk Hour’ itself echoed Elizabeth Bishop’s ‘The Armadillo,’ Lowell suggesting that while we might build houses and let them fall, poems are built upon their precursors.

The third sonnet speaks of ‘Being more at home / always in the abstract.’ Its first line offers a cryptic crossword clue, ‘This faux pas may be on the nose’ (60). This refers to amyl nitrates (party poppers) being inhaled. Johnston slides this together with silver nitrate, which Edmund Wilson used to paint his tongue as a cure for a STD. The sonnet’s title ‘Hecate Country’ references Wilson’s banned memoir of his sexual adventures and ‘eveninglands’ (60). The sonnet suggests that history must cover underground practices, including the chemical heightening or distortion of experience. Wilson himself explored the design of history, particularly of the Russian Revolution in To the Finland Station, which is subtitled, ‘A Study in the Writing and Acting of History.’ Whereas Wilson wanted to read the Russian Revolution as a fundamental breakthrough in history, he began to realise that history could only be an account of what the revolutionaries thought they were doing in the interests of a better world. Johnston suggests that any version of history involves consensus, or ‘whether It was Good for You Too Darling’ (60). The tone heightens a sense of light derision. Johnston meditates further on good or bad history with Thomas Mann’s updating of the Faustian myth. Mann’s character Adrian Leverkühn strikes a daemonic bargain for creative genius and intentionally contracts syphilis which deepens his artistic expression. His personal descent into madness and breakdown is cast as a political allegory of Nazi Germany. As with the first sonnet, Johnston draws out how individual and state histories are interwoven all the while emphasising their textuality.

Both the fourth and fifth sonnet explore the relationship between the arts, history, and the present. In the fourth sonnet, Johnston likens Uccello’s ‘Battle of San Romano’ to a soccer match between Arsenal and Manchester United. Painted in the fifteenth century as a triptych, the painting presents history from the viewpoint of the winners. Johnston focuses on the scattered depiction of battle within the paintings themselves and their own subsequent scattering across three countries. Focussing on the London-based painting, Johnston juxtaposes the painting’s centralised figure of the commander-in-chief Niccolò da Tolentino with two minor figures in the backdrop. Adding a metafictional twist, Johnston suggests that the latter are ‘two knights’ wandering ‘out the back of the canvas not giving a stuff who wins’ (‘In Transit’ 60). Johnston suggests that the ‘web of men,’ like the paintings themselves, have become disconnected from place. He himself is also ‘in “London,” in nothing’ and, as with the end of a televised soccer match, there is nothing more to do but ‘turn off the set’ (‘In Transit’ 60).

Johnston contrasts Uccello’s masterpiece of Renaissance painting with the work of Greek folk painter Theofilus Hadjimikhail. Against the glorifying depiction and subsequent aesthetic consumption of the battle of San Romano, Johnston promotes modern primitivism and Greek culture’s idea of transhistoricity. Johnston argues that, ‘The much-belaboured ideal of “organic” or “natural” culture, so torn and trampled and squabbled over in England and America . . . is far more than an ideal in Greece’ (‘Songs’ 127). Artists like Theofilus create a ‘collective epic, reverberating with a common ground-note too deep for notions of influence or individuality’ (‘Songs’ 128). He adds: ‘For Greek culture, the “high” as much as the “folk” has always been rather like Freud’s imaginary Rome, with all its aspects and epochs present simultaneously’ (‘Songs’ 130). This means that old gods are ‘dressed up as new saints and seem quite comfortable in their unaccustomed haloes’ (130). Moreover, Johnston suggests that ‘these tricks time plays in Greece make up a texture of a life’ (‘Songs’131). The fifth sonnet retells the
历史的Theofilus，谁将他的颜料涂在当地的石头上，画出当地的形象，但只是一个村子里的笑柄。Johnston通过儿子的回声和‘玻璃’、‘地面’、‘色彩鲜艳的石头’以及‘邻居们用石头砸他’(‘In Transit’61)。他们的片段化和重复性吸引人的注意力，将诗歌视为一种有规律的马赛克。

三首关于‘In Transit’的诗歌集中在游戏和娱乐。Johnston认为，在后现代时期，通过游戏的方式理解生活是一种诚实和自由的证明：

> Our destiny, on Borges’ showing, is a tragic one: we are swept along and away by a Time which we do not understand, through a life which we try vainly to interpret. Our consolation can be, if anything at all, then only the interpretation itself: since we must construct falsely, let us admit the fact, says Borges, and ‘play games with infinity’; doing so we are undeceived, and thus to some extent liberated.

(‘On Jorge Luis Borges’ 174)

这三首关于‘In Transit’的诗歌测试这种假定性。经历了几个月的困境，Johnston被封锁在雅典，同时在Hydra，他们专注于一种受挫感而不是解放。回响第二部分Eliot的‘The Waste Land’，Johnston将他的生活视为一场在雅典的象棋游戏，他在那里面临着一系列的限制。他可以做两件事中的任何一件事，而贫穷使他进入困境。他引用Borges的推测性现实，问道：‘我该指责黑洞，还是该回到过去，用我的曾曾曾祖父射杀我？’(62)。

如果生活是一场象棋游戏，那么他建议不要剥削自己。然而，赢得可能是不可能的：‘度过数年学习无人需要的知识，然后摆弄事情，以至于你根本就做不了。’(62)。在这里，他可能指的是那些失败的项目，它们在字谜诗中被提及，以及科学的一本科学神话的消解，这本科学神话本来要由Stephen Knight编辑。Johnston指出，‘[m]y book of cryptanalysis dissolves unnoticed’(63)。

在关于纵横字谜的诗歌中，他读到报纸上的一行：‘婴儿咬蛇：一个母赫拉克勒斯？’而这种声音就像一个神秘的线索，它引导到一个关于一个历史的线索，它设在墨尔本。为纪念的事实，现代希腊‘不是’我的‘希腊’被误解。Johnston意识到‘它从来没有’(62)。任何与希腊的关系是暂时的，很快就被‘毁灭者’取代(62)。诗歌中的拼图继续对一个如何将希腊阿卡迪亚转变为晚期资本主义驱动的地产开发的批评。Johnston对比了产权斗争与澳大利亚的斗争：‘他们把黑人在港口扔掉，没有足够的黑人去对抗’(63)。他还将它与希腊-土耳其冲突的斗争相比较，那里的简单要求‘土耳其咖啡’在雅典被立即怀疑。男孩们在扮演阿亚托拉，参考另一个正在进行的冲突：伊朗战争。Johnston将战争和休闲活动联系起来，证明它们是基于类似规则的征服。即使是游客要求‘虾！虾！’也被称为‘红褐色的包扎’(63)。在这种情况下，有一种普遍的感觉被接合。这是在约翰斯顿与他的朋友发生了多起事故后产生的。事实上，Johnston产生一种反传奇式的讽刺，他在谈论‘Sir Gawain and the Green Knight’时谈及他花了三个小时的时光，然后酒醉地打碎了他的牙齿(63)。
While some states of mishap are self-induced, Johnston embraces the topsy-turvy world that results. Drinking Sappho Brand ouzo leads to waking with a hangover with the ‘half-twist of sexual origami’ (64). Sonnet six entertains a ‘Café of Situations’ where tables and their people are known through wildly illogical words or names rather than numbers. A coffee may therefore be for ‘Calendar.’ In such a café you can have ‘just that identity-in-place / you’ve been so long in quest of.’ Yet it is also a café where orders are ‘subtly misconstrued’ and delivered to ‘Broke or Loving or Drunk or wherever I happen to be’ (61). Referencing poets that he is translating or visiting friends within such sonnets generates an alternative world to that of aggression and possession.

A number of sonnets are elegies that have geographic specificity; ‘The Plato’s Cave Hotel’ is written to a family friend after Johnston discovered that the hotel in which he was staying was the site of the friend’s death. ‘For the Cretan Maker’ is dedicated to singer Nikos Xylouris. The title of the former sonnet references Plato’s view of representation as a cave of shadows while exploring how places are haunted by the ghosts of the past. With Xylouris in the latter sonnet being ‘Unmet, unknown’ (65), Johnston mourns a missed connection. The memorialisation of Xylouris as with Johnston’s mother is figured through both having a street named after them. The street-naming connects individual and communal place, while sitting oddly with Johnston’s scepticism of how the geography of Greece is being transformed by human development. The idea of transposing his grief into ‘some tawdry poem’ makes him feel bilious and instead any tears are hidden ‘behind the TLS’ (65). It is fitting that the Times Literary Supplement is a screen of cultural repression, a means for Johnston to return to the safer world of the intellect. The epigraph cites Makriyannis, a nineteenth century Greek general who viewed the making of a song for a dead friend in the same way as he might make that friend a coffee, or after his death, a coffin: ‘Making him a song was an act of the same order, with no special cachet attached to the making itself’ (Johnston, ‘Songs of the Robbers’ 128). Yet the making of a song is no easy task for Johnston. The ‘honest poem’ would be ‘mainly white space’ that more accurately characterises the time spent not typing. He is critical of the “effortless” lyrical tropes’ that he once slaved over (‘In Transit’ 64).

The final sonnet of the square returns to Australia. Unlike the opening sonnet’s depiction of a ‘we’ as ‘shooting-gallery ducks,’ this poem is titled ‘On Aggression: Group Self-portrait as Greylag Goslings.’ It is dedicated to Laurie Duggan, John Forbes, Gig Ryan, John Tranter, and Johnston himself. The sonnet alludes to an increasing push to claim a place in Australian cultural history. Whereas Tranter uses the term ‘generation of 68’ in ‘Four Notes on the Practice of Revolution’ (1977), he would also edit the New Australian Poetry anthology (1979). These, as well as other publications, sought a decisive break from a predominantly British-Australian past tradition. Johnston cites ‘[o]ld favourite pin-up’ Emperor Julian Apostate, who was the last ruler of the Roman empire but also the leader of the first Christian dynasty. Yet Johnston represents the new generational emergence as a ‘waddle’ rather than ‘flight’ (65). In characterising his contemporaries as greylag goslings, he touches on Konrad Lorenz’s 1935 experiment (which had just been translated) where one group of hatchlings saw their actual mother and followed her around. Alternatively the second batch had Lorenz as the first figure they saw and formed an imprint or picture of him as the object they were to follow. Through this, Johnston suggests that history is something that we receive and follow; there is no ‘true’ mother or originality. Johnston applies this to poetic influence. Just as the title of The New Australian Poetry anthology could be viewed as derived from The New American Poetry anthology, the ‘American Model’ of influence would be reinforced by a conference and collection by the same name. As Johnston remarks in ‘Gradus Ad Parnassam’: ‘And the groovier modern Americans? They seem to be the context / that I’m supposed to work in,
though mostly I haven’t read them’ (16). Though his gosling trope, Johnston cheekily suggests that it might be a bit ‘birdbrain’ to declare a ‘new’ epoch in Australian poetry.

Johnston captures the simultaneous sense of displacement and familiarity in coming back to Australia through the phrase ‘sling-stretch of the mind’ (65). However, the final sonnet marks a sense of intimacy and homecoming with Johnston still importantly identifying himself as part of the gang or ‘gaggle.’ In Johnston’s poem, the group of poets meet in a ‘ruined beer garden,’ at once proverbially Australian but also a setting already in decline. As he notes in his interview with Tranter, his Australia ‘has very little to do with place, and a great deal to do with people’ (254). This is reinforced by the end line of ‘In Transit’ which transforms the anti-Vietnam slogan, ‘Make love, not war’ into ‘Make love, not imprintings’ (65). Here, Johnston redirects activism from the civil square (having participated in anti-Vietnam demonstrations). He proposes instead a more personal activism as well as a poesis generated through friendship and love rather than through warlike revolution or imprinting. This love is one that might be errant, underground, and flawed but a preferred mode for political and aesthetic movement.

A reader of Johnston’s ‘To the Innate Island’ manuscript that was submitted to Angus and Robertson in 1979 remarked that it lacked ‘the still centre, the core of repose from which poetry springs’ (Tranter, ‘Introduction’ xxii). This manuscript included poetry from across the period in which Johnston was working on ‘In Transit.’ Certainly, Johnston’s poetry both thematically explores and enacts an almost hyper-mobility, shifting restlessly between sophistry, lyricism, and satire. Johnston’s poetry is highly ambitious yet it also cycles through falling and loss. Gig Ryan argues that Johnston goes on to perfect the sonnet tradition of Donne, Empson, Nashe, Wyatt, and Dunbar in his late poems ‘Grief’ and ‘The Battle of Trasimene,’ not only in terms of the form itself but also in their ‘fatalistic momentum.’ She suggests that his final poems ‘are a long distance from the insoluble floating abstractions and grandeur of the searching ‘To the Innate Island’ (n.p.). Ryan’s views parallel those of Stefan’s in viewing Johnston’s poetry as a retreat from an extreme of experimentation. ‘In Transit,’ for Ryan, encompasses both ‘the best and the worst of Johnston.’ The worst are those that ‘attempt “accessibility” and, in the attempt, reduce themselves to an almost mawkish sentimentality.’ Ryan adds that these are fortunately ‘extremely rare.’ This essay argues that it is precisely this connection that drives Johnston’s work and which is unwrit and countered by a prevailing sense of transnational displacement and unassimilable genealogy. ‘In Transit’ enacts a longing to square life and text, person and public, yet acknowledges that in order to do so aesthetically and culturally, it must remain forever on the fly.

NOTES

1 While I have named ‘Letter to Sylvia Plath,’ cats tend to frequent Johnston’s poetry.
2 London features in the sonnet square as affectively and climatically cold. The Johnstons spent a year or so there. 3 It is somewhat ironic then that Brian Kim Stefan’s likens Johnston’s retreat from an extreme of experimentation to John Ashbery’s development after The Tennis Court Oath.
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